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EXECUTIVE

SUMMARY

A city free of fossil fuels. City-zen shows you how it’s done

A city operating entirely on clean energy. Sun, wind, biomass or geothermal heat… in theory it’s
possible. But what about real life? How do we integrate new energy solutions in existing buildings,
systems and, last but not least, the lives of people? What are the technical, economic or social
barriers? And how do we overcome these? That is what the international consortium City-zen is
learning-by-doing in 20 innovative projects in Grenoble and Amsterdam.
Connect innovative companies and start-ups to City-zen

Ideas and opportunities arise where people and organisations of all sorts meet. We believe that
supporting triple helix collaboration (authorities, knowledge institutions and companies) is a
prerequisite for innovation. In City-zen we focus on demonstration – and less on the actual
development of new technologies or technical research. For smaller companies, this setting could be
great to show and demonstrate their solutions. As it might be a bit too much for them to join in as a
consortium partner, we welcome the suggestion to be an ‘open project’ – welcoming innovative
SME’s and start-ups to join in.
As part of WP2 task 2 ‘Creating momentum and stimulating innovation’ the task we set for ourselves
is therefore ‘to connect innovative companies and start-ups to City Zen’.
Webbased matchmaking

In this task we supported the set-up of the community of Amsterdam Smart City and Ville de Demain.
Both reach beyond the scope of City-zen. The main advantage of setting up a more generic platform
for innovation is that those platforms will be able to continue and remain relevant after City-zen has
finished. Read more about this in CHAPTER 3 – and Annex C.
Offline matchmaking

The local ecosystems of innovation and startup support in Grenoble and Amsterdam have developed
and matured in the same time. We participated in these networks to identify and connect interesting
parties. This resulted in a number of local matches. Several innovative technologies were applied in
the renovation projects in Amsterdam. Read more about this in CHAPTER 4 –
Continuous search for innovation

Solutions to fill unexpected gaps in our consortium were offered by a continuous search for
innovation, which allowed Think-E to propose them without delay. Read more about this in CHAPTER
5–.
Methodology to include innovative companies to large scale projects

Along the way – learning by doing - we developed a methodology to connect innovative companies
to similar large scale projects. We share our lessons learned in CHAPTER 6 – .
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CHAPTER 1 – Introduction

1.1.

A CITY FREE OF FOSSIL FUELS. CITY-ZEN SHOWS YOU HOW IT’S DONE

A city operating entirely on clean energy. Sun, wind, biomass or geothermal heat… in theory it’s
possible. But what about real life? How do we integrate new energy solutions in existing
buildings, systems and, last but not least, the lives of people? What are the technical, economic
or social barriers? And how do we overcome these? That is what the international consortium
City-zen is learning-by-doing in 20 innovative projects in Grenoble and Amsterdam.

1.2.

WHY CONNECT INNOVATIVE COMPANIES TO CITY-ZEN?

Ideas and opportunities arise where people and organisations of all sorts meet. We believe that
supporting triple helix collaboration (authorities, knowledge institutions and companies) is a
prerequisite for innovation. In City-zen we focus on demonstration – and less on the actual
development of new technologies or technical research. For smaller companies, this setting
could be great to show and demonstrate their solutions. As it might be a bit too much for them
to join in as a consortium partner, we welcome the suggestion to be an ‘open project’ –
welcoming innovative SME’s and start-ups to join in.

DELIVERABLE D2.4 | PU public
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CHAPTER 2 – Task Description

As part of WP2 task 2 ‘Creating momentum and stimulating innovation’ the task we set for
ourselves is therefore ‘to connect innovative companies and start-ups to City Zen’.
Description of Work:
“Additionally, HESP and AIM will develop a structure to connect innovative companies
and start-ups to the City-zen project to support them and provide them a reflection
group. In line with the Smart Cities and Communities program as organized by the
European Commission City-Zen is an open project where SME’s in special can be serviced
to test and develop new products and services. To do so they are support via an online
network (via the website, see task 9), but we will also develop a methodology using
challenges and workshops to gather new ideas for existing challenges and bring them to
practice. The dialogue between large infrastructural organizations, governments and
solution providers is at the very heart of this task.
The aim is to achieve:
• Online environment for matchmaking idea generation
• Methodology for involving innovative companies in large scale projects
• Open Living Labs for development and testing
The information of the previous search for innovative technologies will serve as input,
where a selection of the collected technologies will be relevant for the demonstrations in
WP5 and WP6.”

DELIVERABLE D2.4 | PU public
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CHAPTER 3 – Webbased matchmaking

To maximize the effect of the webbased matchmaking we supported in both cities the set-up of
a web-based community platform: www.amsterdamsmartcity.com now has 2300+ members1.
www.grenoble.fr/655-ville-de-demain.htm is both active online and offline. The main advantage of
setting up a more generic platform for innovation is that those platforms will be able to continue
and remain relevant after City-zen has finished.

1

See attachment C for background information on the Amsterdam Smart City Community.
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CHAPTER 4 – Offline Matchmaking

4.1.

PARTICIPATING IN LOCAL INNOVATION NETWORKS

Representatives from Hespul (for Grenoble) and Amsterdam Economic Board (for Amsterdam)
participated in local innovation networks and events. These were either ultra-local, like the
collaboration with the Amsterdam New West based designer collective ‘The Beach’ or orientated
on a city or region scale.
Hespul joined Tenerrdis, a regional cluster dedicated to boost the industrial innovations to the
renewable energies. Especially, Hespul & La Metro participates to several workshops, to bring
the City-Zen feedbacks in terms of: energy self-consumption, Energy Master Plan, MUR-MUR 2
retrofitting program. Moreover, the city of Grenoble launched a collaborative platform, “Ville de
demain”, to foster initiatives on the 3 main topics: sustainable development, empowerment and
solidarity. Many tools are proposed to gather all kind of stakeholders (University, associations,
industries, collectivities…) .
A full description of the local start-up scene and our activities can be found in attachment A and
B. By getting to know these local companies and organisations better, we were able to make
several one-on-one matches. Some were directly related to tasks of City-zen, some were
connections of City-zen partners to relevant start-ups without a direct link to City-zen and
sometimes we could introduce relevant parties to each other or point them in an interesting
direction – which was less related to City-zen.

4.2.
•

LOCAL MATCHES IN GRENOBLE

Energy Master Plan of the Metropolitan Area of Grenoble, one of the very first in France,
would be acchieved for the 1st semester of 2017. Besides the Energy scenarios and action
plan, the study will issue the Local Energy Utility to support the energy policies.
Consultations with stakeholders (companies, associations, public…) are undertaken.
Tenerrdis is one of the active member of these exchanges.

-
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Tenerrdis is a new energy technology cluster aimed at bolstering the
competitiveness of emerging new energy technology industries through
innovation.
#200 members, including 58% small-to-mid-sized businesses - across RhôneAlpes region
603 collaborative R&D projects and demonstrators certified,
234 projects supported with budgets totaling €1,6 billion
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•

ATOS, GEG and La Metro, with the opportunity of
Cityzen, both agreed to experiment VIVACITÉ, a multienergy management tool, to support the Energy Mater
Plan on the metropolitan area of Grenoble. This tool will
help to monitor energy consumption datas (electricity,
gaz, water, heating) from the building scale to design
the energy policies (needs, infrastructure, production) at
the territorial one.

•

The MUR-MUR 2 campaign (2016 – 2020) aims 10.000
private dwellings, from the post WW2 period, retrofitted to
meet the thermal regulations. Cityzen project supports la
Metro and ALEC with the design of the overall process to
address legal, financial and social barriers, as well as to
support financial frontrunners condiminums that will
implement exemplary thermal renovation in the city
Grenoble.

•

A smart power management and electric storage
features on ALEC’s headquarters with the aim to
self-consume the photovoltaic electricity, in order
to not be any more depending of the French feedin-tariff, which is not cost efficient in flat roof
configurations. This experimentation will be based
on new functionnalities of “Epices”, an multi
energy-services exploitation software developped
by a local innovative start-up, which will optimize
the elctricity production regarding the weather
forecastes, the building uses needs and the storage
capacity. This will be the 1st experimentation on a
tertiary building in France.

EPICES monitoring tool is a new service, developped by a local start-up based in
Lyon, dediacetd to producers to manage and operate the production of
renewable installations (photovotaic, wind turbine, hydraulic). The specificity of
EPICES is to “low tech” approach to monitore the systems.
EPICES, with the support of Tenerrdis, applied to the national call for projects
about innovative SME, in Februrary 2017.

DELIVERABLE D2.4 | PU public
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•

A decentralized heating storage substation, for the
Flaubert district-heating network, by using a Phase Change
Material Storage (a paraffin with a high thermal density)
that will allow raising the use of local renewable energies
(thermal solar panels here). The research carried out on
the PCM are made with the INES Institute
This technical solution will be supported by a smart management system to optimize the
heating needs and supplies, by charging and discharging the PCMS. That would be the 1st
time in France that innovation will be deployed.
INES is the reference center in France, and one of the first in Europe, dedicated to
research, innovation and training on solar energy. Set up with the support of the
Savoie Departmental Council and Rhône-Alpes Regional Council, it hosts teams from
the CEA and the University

DELIVERABLE D2.4 | PU public
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4.3.

LOCAL MATCHES IN AMSTERDAM

The social brewery De Zeven Deugden was connected to consortium partner Waternet. Waternet
helped them to design a sustainable water system for their new factory in Amsterdam NieuwWest. Right now the crowdfunding campaign is ongoing – the building works are planned to
start in 2017.
Brave beer made bij brave people!
A place for people who are handicapped in one
way or another. These people – for whom an
ordinary job is not self-evident – are at work in
the brewery. It is very important for them to
have a place where they matter, where they are
able to develop their skills and where the
atmosphere is safe enough for them to make
mistakes and to learn from them as well.

Secondary school Caland
Lyceum, the local City
District and the
University of Applied
Sciences HvA were
connected around the
challenge to incresase
the safety and
attractiveness of the
Sloterplas area in New-West. Their solution – in which the streetlights were connected to a sport
motivation app - was runner-up in the national Technasium Award. Right now a feasibility study
is being done.

Amsterdam Smart City organised several workshops to help het Van Eesterenmuseum to select
sustainable materials and installations for their new pavilion by the Sloterplas in New West –
under construction today. Amongst others consortium partner Daikin and SME’s StoneCycling,
Buurman and HollandConTech participated.

The Van Eesterenmuseum is expanding from
Slotermeer to Amsterdam New-West. The Van
Eesteren is building a pavilion at the Sloterplas.
A new transparant and inviting building,
overlooking the Sloterplas, the boulevard and the
Noorderhaven will emerge at Bastion West. This
uniquely identifiable and highly visible pavilion will
have a sober and practical appearance, similar to
many works of architecture from the post WOII
reconstruction period
.
Buurman is a Rotterdam hardware store for professionals and consumers, and at the same time
a waste processor for DIY stores, museums and art institutes, festifals, and other organisations.
Reusable scrap and waste – often with a story attached - is available off the shelf at the Buurman
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shop for at an accessible price. The professionally equipped workshop allows people without a garden shed to do
handy work themselves and learn new skills.
HollandConTech is a company which aims to be the
startuppartner for the construction and property sector. Startups
are looking for (launching) customers and corporates are looking
for inspiration. HollandConTech matches for growing business. A
triving ecosystem engages all to get and give inspiration.

Founded in 2013, StoneCycling is now one of the pioneers in designing,
developing and producing unique building materials from waste.
Recognized by architects and designers to give a personal and sustainable
look, the WasteBasedBricks are being applied now in the first buildings.

Amsterdam Smart City and Alliander worked closely with The Beach in 2014 and 2015. This
ultralocal designers collective aims to codesign with local residents for a sustainable
neighbourhood. Actions were amongst other a set of workshops on neighbourhood energy and a
design for an energetic playground.

Designing for social and sustainable
innovation (sustainist design) is a new
playing field for designers. At the core of
The Beach' activities is designing situations
that allow for the shaping of new meanings
and new relationships

Consortium partner AEB hosted a Launchpad meetup in 2016 with a couple of startups around
one of their companies challenges.
4.3.0. Open Living Lab : Innovative companies in renovation Amsterdam

The renovations supported via City-zen in Amsterdam are a broad mix between larger (social
housing) projects and small scale projects by home-owners, each with their own specific set of
measures. This allows us not to have just one ‘Living Lab Home’ but to see which innovative
technologies are really entering the market and to monitor them in a realistic setting.
In the City-zen renovation works in Amsterdam (WP5 task 2) the following innovations by SME’s
and start-ups are being applied:
De Groene Paal - In a few renovations an improvement of the foundation was needed. This

offered the opportunity to combine a new foundation pile with geothermal energy.
.
The patented technique exists of placing
heat exchangers in foundation piles
combined with a heat pump.The cold liquid is heated app 4 degrees celcius by the
temperature of the earth. The heat pump is placed in the building as an alternative or
add-on for a gas heated boiler.

DELIVERABLE D2.4 | PU public
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The PVT panels and solutions by Triple Solar where applied in a few projects. The most distinctive
case being a house where the garden fence doubles as a heat exchange unit.
Triple Solar panels combined
with a heat pump can heat a
home without the use of gas. The same panels also generate
electricity. The panels extract energy from direct sunlight, the
outdoor temperature and difuse daylight, working 24/7 and year
round. Triple Solar = heating + hot tapwater + elektricity.

Start-up Huurdezon – a spin off by De Zonnefabriek – rents out PV panels to tenants of (social)
housing. Working together with housing corporation Eigen Haard and city district Amsterdam
West – this solution is applied in City-zen renovation projects ‘Borstblok’ and ‘Airey’.
HuurDeZon – which means ‘Rent the sun’ started with the
vision that a transition towards renewable energy should be
done as soon as possible. PV panels are expensive and for
tenants investing in PV panels is financially not beneficial.
Eigen Haard and De Zonnefabriek believe that tenants should
be able to produce and profit from their own solar energy.
HuurDeZon invests in the solar panels and maintains the installation. The tenants pay a monthly rental fee and start
profiting directly from the reduction of their energy bill. The housing corporation / landlord makes sure that every new
tenant rents the PV panels. They also sign a contract to allow HuurDeZon to use their roofs for 25 years.
A large advantage of this solution is the fact that the landlord can use its limited investment scope to maintain and
renovate the buildings itself. Financing the projects remained difficult as the project size is often too small for regular
financing by banks. In these cases Eigen Haard guaranteed to install PV for 1000 dwellings and the municipality
backed investment fund AKEF was willing to invest. A second challenge is the approval needed by each tenant. For
new tenants this can be solved at the start of the contract, for sitting tenants this is less straight forward. As (other)
housing corporations remain reluctant to offer rental solar panels to their tenants, De Zonnefabriek has decided to
put efforts to expand on hold for now.

1 Installation of PV panels - Airey complex nov 2016

2 PV panels on Borstblok 2016

The local entrepreneurs in Wij Krijgen Kippen
and NewNRG but also start-up Woningwaard are not so much developing products, as new
business models for energy advise to private individuals. We work(ed) closely with them to open
up the renovation call to this particular group.
DELIVERABLE D2.4 | PU public
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NEWNRG has the knowledge and expertise to give each building and area its own clean energy. The large and growing
network and collaborations with universities and experts in both high tech and low tech materials and techniques.

Wij krijgen Kippen is an informal cooperation, a swarm, of locals, entrepeneurs and people
representing government and education in Amsterdam (South) and beyond. Together theiy work to
have the Amsterdam metropolitan area on clean local energy by 2028.

Why spend a large sum of our disposable income on living and still accept nuisances as noise,
draught and high energy bills? Often we do not know what is a sound investment for our homes.
Woningwaard gives independent advice to make sure our homes keep its value and comfort. By
combining energy saving measures at the same time as improving safety, ease of use and and
comfort Woningwaard finds the smartest solution.

DELIVERABLE D2.4 | PU public
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CHAPTER 5 – Continuous search for innovation

The continuous search for innovation – which will be reported on separately – served as input to
find alternative partners for AEB and WPW on the task on high performing solar collectors to
district heating – after the bankruptcy of Solcalor. Canadian producer Rackam seemed the most
promising. Unfortunately for other reasons this task was abandoned after all.
Rackam uses Concentrated
Solar Power Technology (CSP) to
obtain adequate temperatures
for industrial processes that require steam, very hot water or
intensive heat. Their Icarus Heat collectors with parabolic mirror
and vacuum tube capture heat up to 220 degrees.

With Mastervolt leaving the consortium, Greenspread was introduced and accepted as replacing
consortium partner. Were Mastervolt was mainly focussed on development and deployment of
innovative battery technology, in combination with Greenspread this task could be more
focused on business model, client motivation and development of the software. Batteries are
now being purchased on the market.
Futureproofed is interested to join some of the future City-zen roadshows. Their expertise –
advising cities and companies on their road to become more sustainable – seems a relevant
addition to the team. This option will be investigated further.

DELIVERABLE D2.4 | PU public
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CHAPTER 6 – Methodology to include
innovative Companies in large scale projects.

6.1.

INNOVATIVE COMPANIES IN CITY-ZEN

In City-zen our motto is ‘learning by doing’ and that has been exactly the way we have worked
on including innovative companies in our project.
In City-zen innovative companies – not being larger corporates – are included on several levels.
Think-E, Clicks & Links and Greenspread are valued consortium partners. At the same time we
have experienced that a five year connection and focus has proven difficult for Mastervolt
(change of business focus) and Solcalor (bankruptcy). This causes difficulties for the other
consortium partners. Also, our experience is that smaller companies find it difficult or ‘too
much’ to join as consortium partner for reasons of bureaucracy, long commitments, dependency
on other consortium partners.
Therefore, we are happy to have been able to involve innovative companies on other levels too,
as explained in the previous chapters. For instance as supplier of innovative technology and as
sparring partner for specific tasks.

6.2.

THE CHALLENGE OF OPENING UP

In order to improve the actual output and matches, we asked the consortium partners in 2015
from what kind of innovation they would benefit and what they could offer to innovative
companies in our networks – specific challenges, datasets, knowledge or access. We learned
that the timing is essential. As most consortium partners were by then really focussed on
making their own tasks a success, it seemed hard for them have a good response to those
questions. Also we discovered that as a project continues and becomes more precise, the
opportunity and will to include input from outside is reduced. Probably the people involved
from consortium partners in that stage were result and project focused, while we needed the
strategists and creatives for this particular task.

6.3.

CITY BASED INNOVATIVE ECO SYSTEM

In the time between 2012 (call) and today (2017) the
network of innovative companies and triple helix has
developed intensively. Amsterdam Smart City and the
Amsterdam Economic Board are basic actors in this by now
mature eco-system. The same goes for Grenoble, were the
innovation eco-system has grown into a full fledged online
and offline community Ville de Demain. Both are open, not
exclusive and find parts of their community and inspiration
outside of their own city. This is the place to connect to
local challenges, partners and solutions.
11 scheme of Amsterdam Smart City network by
Luca Mora, politechnico di Milano
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Energy transition process develops in the
Metroplitan area of Grenoble

In both cities this means that some of the challenges we set for ourselves within City-zen have
been met primarily outside the scope of this project. We consider this a positive development as
the continuity of the connections will be guaranteed in a much better way.

6.4.

7 WAYS TO CONNECT INNOVATIVE SME’S TO YOUR PROJECT

In City-zen we aimed to be an open project and allow outside inn innovation by innovative
SME’s and startups to enrich the project. Sometimes we were successful, in other cases we
needed to adapt. In this chapter we share 9 lessons we learned that could help other
consortiums to shape a constructive way to stay open for and profit from innovation by others.
This chapter will also serve as a basis for a news item on the City-zen website which we will also
share with SCIS.
What about the why?
Asking parties from outside your consortium to join in allows you to integrate new ideas into
your demonstrations and research. At the same time, they can learn from your experiences and
participate in a larger project, this is a great reference and gives them a fantastic network.
And why not?
Concentrating on and delivering your own tasks and making the existing consortium work best is
often quite a challenge. It will probably be your first priority. If these are your only priorities,
aiming for an open project might not be what you want.
Connect to an existing eco-system
As many regions have by now developed a good innovation infrastructure and eco-system, this
is one of the keys to succesfully identify new parties and connect them to your project.
Have a look at Grenoble Ville de Demain and Amsterdam Smart City to see different approaches.
Take an SME on board as consortium partner
Allthough joining a consortium for a European project might seem a bit too much for many small
companies, it is also a unique opportunity to cooperate and work with larger corporates,
authorities and knowledge institutions. To make this succesfull, understanding each others pace
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and focus is key. In projects with a exended duration, allowing SME’s to finish their contributions
in shorter stretches could make this more acceptable.
In City-zen Greenspread, Think-E and Clicks & Links are valued consortium partners. #READ THEIR
STORY HERE
Allow SME’s to deliver innovative technology or services
Some tasks may have room for subcontracting. Delivering innovative technology or services
might just as well be done by a small or middle size company. This may ask for a more
innovative way of tendering – also allowing parties to join with a shorter track record. Asking
consortium partners to act as a ‘launching customer’ is a good option.
Since 2016 the City of Amsterdam explicitely values ‘tendering for innovation’ in its tendering
procedure. It gives room to be a launching customer or to develop solutions together with the
market by not asking for solutions, but setting a challenge.
Open up your research and results
The results from both research and demonstration projects in European projects contain
valuable information for innovative SME’s. Keeping IP (intellectual property) protection to a
minimum and using and providing open data and standards are a prerequisite to be able to
share this information. Don’t forget to make a more accessible version of academic papers and
the dense (deliverable) reports required by the European Commission. SCIS is a good portal to
easily access results from several projects at once. Providing SCIS with blogs and news items is a
good way to attract attention.
Learning by doing is also sharing our story about the challenges we discover along the way.
Subscribing to the City-zen newsletter is a great way to stay up to date and be the first to learn
about our results.
Allow room for improvement
Inviting SME’s along the way is only possible if the Description of Work is not fenced in and final.
Allowing improvements in specific tasks or maybe even keeping the opportunity to add an extra
task is a good option. This requires courage from the consortium and the European Commission.
To find suitable solutions offered by SME’s a challenge or hackathon open to student teams and
SME’s could be set - at the beginning of the project – with the option to ‘win’ the opportunity to
realise your solution.
Not defining how to meet the targets of the renovation projects in City-zen, allowed property
owners to define their own set of measures, suitable to their specific needs and situation. While
in many cases common measures could do the job, sometimes a more innovative measure was
needed.
Adopt a start-up and have a ‘startup’ partner
Select some startups and help them to develop their solutions is a brilliant way to bring the
experience of corporates en seasoned entrepreneurs together with the bright minds and
creativity of a younger company. Asking an incubator to design a task dedicated to challenge
and help startups to offer solutions might be a good choice. They are the experts to help
startups grow into scaleups. A dedicated incubator around the themes in your project could be a
strong asset. The other consortium partners can participate as mentors or launching customers.
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In City-zen achieving the goals set was already challenging at times. Opening up and allowing
other parties to join in was not that easy. Next time, we might ask Tenerrdis, Rockstart or
StartupinResidence along.
Give the stage to …
A European project gives a lot of opportunities to showcase solutions to cities, peers and the
European Commission itself. Sharing this stage with innovative SME’s will allow them to access
this network too. So interview them for your website, give them credits in your blogs, and give
them the floor in your conference or webinar.
If you want to learn more about the innovations of companies in our networks, join us for the
City-zen Conferences. The city of Grenoble will host one in November 2017. Subscribe to our
newsletter to receive an invitation.
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GLOSSARY / LIST
ASC
VdD
Startup

Scaleup
SME
Innovative
company

OF

ACRONYMS

Amsterdam Smart City
Ville de Demain
Early stage in the life cycle of an enterprise where the entrepreneur moves from
the idea stage to securing financing, laying down the basis structure of the
business, and initiating operations or trading.
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/startup.html
A fastgrowing company that exists for at least 5 years and has a 10 million dollar
turnover in year 5. Definition by Deloitte.
Small or Mid sized company
A company offering one or more innovative solutions.
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ANNEX A – DESCRIPTION OF THE ECO-SYSTEM OF
INNOVATIVE COMPANIES IN

GRENOBLE (METROPOLITAN

REGION)

6.4.0. TENERRDIS :

it is a new energy technology cluster aimed at bolstering the competitiveness of emerging new
energy technology industries through innovation.
•

GOALS
o Tenerrdis supports new energy technology companies across France’s dynamic RhôneAlpes region in their efforts to expand their footprint in the global carbon-free energy
market.
o If these companies are to effectively seize the opportunities this growing market has to
offer, they must work together across the entire value chain.
o By facilitating partnerships among businesses, research centers, education, and other
organizations spanning the public and private sectors, Tenerrdis creates the collaborative
ecosystem needed to foster new energy technology projects that build expertise,
generate new business opportunities, and create jobs.

• STRATEGY
Tenerrdis supports the development of new energy technologies by:
o Facilitating collaborative innovative projects that help cluster members expand their
businesses
o Providing opportunities for small- to mid-sized businesses in existing new energy
technology industries
o Promoting the cluster’s members and technological expertise internationally
• INDUSTRIES
Tenerrdis focuses on finding solutions to crucial challenges in the areas of energy production,
storage, and management by supporting innovation in six new energy technology industries:
o Solar energy
o Energy-efficient buildings
o Hydrogen and fuel cells
o Hydropower
o Biomass
o Smart grids and storage
6.4.1. CEA (Commissariat à l’Énergie Atomique et aux Énergies Renouvelables

•

General presentation :

The French Alternative Energies and Atomic Energy
Commission (CEA) is a key player in research, development
and innovation in four main areas:
- defence and security,
- nuclear energy (fission and fusion),
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-

technological research for industry,
fundamental research in the physical sciences and life sciences.

Drawing on its widely acknowledged expertise, the CEA actively participates in collaborative projects
with a large number of academic and industrial partners.
The CEA is established in nine centers spread throughout France. It works in partnership with many
other research bodies, local authorities and universities.)
•

CEA Centres :

CEA is based in ten research centres
in France, each specializing in
different fields. Altogether, CEA
counts around 700 cutting-edge
laboratories.
The research related to the panels
covered by the Enhanced Eurotalents
programme is conducted in five of
the ten CEA research centres, i. e.
CEA-Fontenay-aux-Roses; CEA-Saclay;
CEA-Grenoble; CEA-Marcoule; CEACadarache.
• CEA Grenoble Centre
CEA Grenoble Centre is specialized in new technologies for energy, nanobiotechnologies, micronanotechnologies and health.
6.4.2. LITEN Institute

A unique combination of technological infrastructure and
expertise in R&D for R&D to meet the demands of the
energy transition.
Liten is a major European research institute and a driving
force behind the development of the sustainable energy
technologies of the future. The institute is spearheading the
efforts to limit dependency on fossil fuels and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions in three key areas : renewable
energy, energy efficiency/storage and development of
materials.

EU's
http://liten.cea.fr

LITEN is the only European research institute to span the entire value chain from the development of
materials to pre-industrialization, Liten’s unique combination of human and technological resources
helps its industrial partners achieve competitive advantage through the development of cutting-edge
renewable energy, energy efficiency and novel material technology.
The institute builds long-term relationships with its industrial partners that range in size from SMEs
to multinationals, in order to develop a wide range of technologies that include the development of
new and advanced materials, components as well as the optimization/development of existing or
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new industrial processes. This privileged relationship with Industry sees us put in place over 400
research contracts a year
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ANNEX B – DESCRIPTION OF THE ECO-SYSTEM OF
INNOVATIVE COMPANIES IN

AMSTERDAM (METROPOLITAN

REGION)
The metropolitan region of Amsterdam, with the capital as its nucleus, has by now a well-developed
eco-system of innovative companies. A lot of attention goes to start-ups, while we see an increasing
attention to (support of) scale-ups.
Amsterdam has been recognized as the European Capital of Innovation with the iCapital award in
2016, exactly because of the diverse and interconnected network of innovators, among which we see
many SME’s.
6.4.3. StartupAmsterdam

To realise its full potential, the city launched StartupAmsterdam, a public / private action programme
that aims to grow and improve the startup environment in Amsterdam. Working together with the
startup ecosystem, StartupAmsterdam utilises assets that are already in place, nurturing startups to
reach their full potential. An up-to-date overview of events, accelerators, co-working spaces and
support can be found on their website. The Amsterdam Economic Board is one of the core
organisations in their support eco-system.
6.4.4. Accelerators

Amsterdam Smart City is actively involved in accelerators like Amsterdam Innovation Arena - smart
stadium innovations, the Rock Start Amsterdam Smart Energy Accelerator and StartupBootcamp and its
Smart City and Living program. Team members act as mentor and we actively try to link the start-ups
to relevant parties in our networks, including the ones in City-zen.
We gave advice to Magicview and also to Dajie and connected them to Wij Krijgen Kippen. We
connected Geolumen to the city of Amsterdam. A test with their connected streetlights on one of the
innercity canals is in preparation.
A wireless network of streetlights allows public and private
sector to provide services including environmental sensing,
wifi, parking management, waste management, turist information or surveillance. The
streetlights and services can be operated remotely.

A combination of IoT devices in a local Microgrid and
blockchain technology allow people to exchange energy
peer to peer. The blockchain platform simplifies the
management of their transactions. The blockchain, or more in general a distributed
cryptographic ledger, is a technology that has been applied so far in the fintech field and
allows to record in real time transactions on a distributed database, making them irreversible, safer and more accessible.

A special program is StartupInResidence, where the city of Amsterdam supports SME’s which are
proposing solutions to challenges posted by the City. Amsterdam Smart City introduced participant
Gamatec to consortium partner CCIAG in Grenoble.
Organic waste is the single largest waste fraction on the planet. We convert
this waste stream into energy via pyrolysis while trapping CO2 emission in
valuable biochar
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6.4.5. Events and partners

There is a huge amount of meetups, events, seminars and fests related to start-ups, smart city and
innovation going on in Amsterdam.
In the metropolitan area (Haarlem) present your start-up is an interesting event and accelerator. In
2016 we’ve attended the Energy Fest during Startup Fest Europe. We’ve shared City-zen games and
learnings during the annual Smart City Events in 2014, 2015 and 2016. In 2017 the concept will be
expand into a full blown City Fest in November. The Amsterdam Economic Board was a partner of the
Capital Week in 2016, now on its own. Amsterdam Arena became a program partner of Amsterdam
Smart City in 2015, shortly before introducing their Innovation Arena program, where they invite
companies to work with them towards a smart and sustainable stadium. In 2017 Amsterdam Smart
City intensified their relation with Datalab with monthly public meet-ups, the data hub of the
municipality of Amsterdam, to make sure their data is relevant to our community and vice versa.
6.4.6. Hackathons, challenges

Several actions were taken in our local networks, in which we were (more or less) actively involved.
Amsterdam Smart City is actively supporting Appsterdam and organised a special ASC Hackathon
together with them and the Amsterdam Arena (soccer stadium) during the Smart City Event in 2015.
In 2017 Waag Society joined as the 8th program partner of Amsterdam Smart City. They have a long
track record of hackathons and actions to enable citizens and small entrepreneurs to access datasets
of for example the local government to come up with relevant solutions. Several start-ups were
taken along on missions to the Barcelona Smart City Expo in 2016. The Experience Lab by Amsterdam
Smart City allows innovative companies to showcase their solutions. Solutions by smaller companies
and corporates can be found there side by side. City-zen is also presented.
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ANNEX C – THE COMMUNITY OF AMSTERDAM SMART CITY
FAQ 24-2-2017
14. Why did Amsterdam Smart City start an online community?
In June 2016, the community of Amsterdam Smart City (ASC) was launched to professionalize our work. As
Amsterdam Smart City we want to map the ecosystem of innovation and we asked the people in the ecosystem
themselves to do this. The community platform makes sure people can share their information and ask their
questions to innovators in the city. Amsterdam Smart City is the facilitator. By giving these innovators and
innovations a stage, on the one hand we have an overview of the progress in Amsterdam and on the other
hand the community platform stimulates the knowledge exchange in the city.
15. What are the goals of the platform?
Amsterdam Smart City aims to be the innovation platform of the Amsterdam Metropolitan Region.
Municipalities, companies, residents and knowledge institutions work together on the future proof city through
the online platform but also via offline meetings. We are on a mission to increase the amount of members of
the community to become even more relevant as a community. We also aim to increase the interaction
between the members.
Amsterdam Smart City brings ideas of innovators (big and small) further through the community. In this way,
Amsterdam Smart City facilitates cooperation between diverse parties that make the city smarter and we
inspire other cities worldwide.
16. What are the possibilities of the platform?
The community platform offers a lot of opportunities. It is possible to use the platform in the way you prefer,
you can always pick the right moments for you to communicate. You can become a member by signing up.
What you can do:
•
•
•
•

Use the community and post a request. On this page you can ask for inspiration, ideas, or partners to
transform your smart concept into an actual smart city initiative.
Share your best practices. Upload smart city projects (and invite other team members). These are
projects in which triple helix collaborations address metropolitan issues.
Manage an organization page, that shows the themes you are active in and people who are involved
in your organization. They can also exchange ideas or comments on the spot.
Create Posts and events in the news section.

16. Why is the language on the community platform in English?
A Dutch platform strengthens the position locally, but decreases the visibility of Amsterdam Smart City
internationally. In the English language we can spread our knowledge worldwide and learn from projects and
experiences internationally. We don’t lose the connection with local initiatives here. The English languages
excludes less people.
17. Who are the members of the community?
At the moment this is the ecosystem of community members:
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18. How does the community platform develop?
Between June 2016 and Februari 2017 more than 2300 members joined the community and this trend has
continued ever since. On average, the community grows by 50 people a week. As Amsterdam Smart City we
consider this as a fast development. The interest in our community proves to us we made a good decision to
start one.
19. What are the activities of the community members?
At the moment +/- 22% is considered active. This 22% interacted on the platform at least once a the last
month. Interaction means uploading, liking a post or responding to a post/project or request. Several
researches on online community prove this percentage is high.
20. Why do you give special attention to the Circular Program and City-zen
We are proud of the achievements and projects in the Circular Amsterdam Program and the EU funded project
City-zen. As both of them consist of several elements, we gave them a dedicated page. Both of them are
frequently visited online by our international visitors and members.
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